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Two AutoLoadBaler at the  
automotive supplier „WEISSER“
Effective, efficient and safe recycling of cardboard.

‘Automatic filling system to support
and impress the employees!‘
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‘4,000 hours of
time saved every year!‘

‘Now we have the AutoLoadBaler we are significantly more effec-
tive. We have streamlined our disposal processes and saved 
a large amount of expense – whilst allowing our business to focus 
on its core competency of „mechanical engineering“ making us 
more lean! We now save 4,000 hours whilst recycling.’ 

Tobias Mettmann, Production Management Assistant

J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG 

‘A blessing for our employees‘
‘Compared to disposal with the press container 
outside, the ability to have the AutoLoadBaler inside is 
a blessing for the safety of our employees and the 
efficiency of our internal waste logistics.’ 

Tobias Mettmann, Production Management Assistant

J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG

Simple filling system impress the 
employees!
The simple filling system of the AutoLoadBaler 
convinces the employees. The collection trolley is 
simply pushed into the side of the AutoLoadBaler and 
then emptied automatically.

How did you get to Strautmann?
In 2014 WEISSER intensively investigated the potential to improve our waste and recycling. A matrix for our waste 
was made, which made it clear that the disposal processes needed to be more uniform and efficient. The aim was to 
streamline those processes, to save costs, and to have just one contact person for the disposal of cardboard.

Principle function of the AutoLoadBaler



Cost reduction
The central and internal positioning of the two balers 
saves time and walking distances. Market ready 
bales can be picked up by the collection company at 
full prices on the commodity market. The high cost 
savings produced as a result of the fewer walking 
distances and handling requirements means the J.G. 
WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG can calculate the 
two AutoLoadBalers have a max payback period of 
1.5 years.

Advantages at a glance

•  Time saving through shorter walking distances
•  Less forklift routes and return journeys
•  Less depreciation of forklift equipment
•  Increased work safety due to reduced risk of 

accidents
•  No open gates leading to temperature fluctuations 

within the production areas
•  High revenues by compaction into bales
•  Order & cleanliness
•  Employee satisfaction
•  Image improvement
•  Personnel cost reduction
•  Removal of waste disposal costs

AutoLoadBaler – 
The modern disposal
One AutoLoadBaler was installed in the warehouse 
and one in the production facility. A total of 18 
collection trolleys are positioned at key areas within 
the production, warehouse and the office buildings; 
allowing for materials to be disposed of into the 
trolleys at the main points of production. Cardboard 
and accumulating paper from the office building are 
stored in collection trolleys and taken to the press. Two 
employees from a third-party company are responsible 
for the entire process at WEISSER. Through the 
use of the modern waste solution „AutoLoadBaler“ 
the hall doors stay closed and the forklift traffic 
relating to our waste logistics has been considerably 
reduced. The disposal is not only more efficient but 
also safer and more reliable. The risk of accidents 
occurring has now been minimized as a result of the 
internal installation of the AutoLoadBaler. For the 
J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG time saving 
processes are also of significant importance.

‘The AutoLoadBaler and collection trolleys
have optimized the idea and understanding
 of what it takes to recycle our waste.‘
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Disposal before
The recyclables were collected in different containers 
so often organizing the material was a problem. The 
employees had to tilt the containers to tip the card-
board packaging into the press container. This was 
an especially difficult and stressful process for the ope-
ratives, dependent on their height and strength.

If the containers were too heavy, they were also taken 
out with a forklift truck. Many visitors came to visit the 
production facility, so it was possible that the disorder 
(caused by different types of containers) and the high 
forklift traffic were disturbing and not beneficial for the 
image of the company. 

Furthermore, the cold weather conditions in winter 
made everything to do with our waste process not easy. 
Because of the location of the press container  outside, 
the doors were often open. Temperature fluctuations  
caused the machines to require readjustment, so this 
was an additional disruption and cost to the business.

Overall, we suffered from high rental and handling 
costs as a result of our previous set up being very time 
intensive, having had the wrong machine and proces-
ses to achieve what we really needed.

About Weisser
J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG is a well-known system supplier for the automotive industry. Well-known 
customers rely on the expertise of the automotive supplier from the Black Forest. Two Strautmann AutoLoadBaler and 
a total of 18 collection trolleys are now streamlining waste disposal processes for 50t of cardboard packaging per year.


